
Welcome to the Improved Renewal Experience module. Here we will discuss the information agents have access to which can guide their interactions with members, allowing for more in-depth 
conversations with less probing and smoother renewals.  



As members log-in to the MWS, the first thing they will see is a reminder prompt directing the member to where they can view their 2019 vs. 2020 premium comparisons and renew 
immediately; or—to reach out to the original agent who assisted in their plan purchase; the prompt varies by type of plan; On Marketplace or Off Marketplace.  
 
On-Marketplace members will be prompted to call their specific agent/agency. 
And Off-Marketplace members will be prompted to call a local agent and provide a generic number to call.  

As members log-in to the MWS they will 
see a new reminder prompt, the prompt 
varies by type of plan; On Marketplace 
or Off Marketplace 



The member has the option to compare 
their current 2019 premiums to the 
proposed new 2020 premiums by 
clicking View your 2020 plan 

Other than calling their agent, the member also has the option to compare their current 2019 premiums to the proposed new 2020 premiums by clicking View your 2020 plan. 



When the member clicks View Your 2020 Plan they are brought to the prebill compare premium screen, where they can view their 2019 premiums vs. the proposed 2020 premiums.  Florida Blue 
has a method for determining the level of risk a member has of leaving their plan.  Likewise, the message delivered to the member differs based on the level of risk.  
 
For example, imagine this member’s current premium is $300 and the proposed 2020 premium is $900 a month.  This example would likely qualify as a High Risk Renewal because the member is 
likely to leave their current plan and potentially even Florida Blue.  
 
Spend time understanding the member and their situation.  Have they updated their profile on the marketplace?  Has their income or family size changed?  Do they no longer qualify for a subsidy 
which they did in the past to help cover costs?  Perform a needs analysis and determine the needs of your member, then make a recommendation which makes sense per their personal situation. 
Think Customer First.  

The compare premium screen will differ 
based on the level of risk there is of the 
member leaving their current plan.   

For this example, the member’s current 
premium is $300 and their proposed 
2020 premium is $900.  This example 
qualifies as a High Risk Renewal—the 
member is likely to leave their plan or 
potentially even FloridaBlue. 



In this example, the member’s current 
premium is $300 and their proposed 
2020 premium is $500.  This example 
qualifies as a Medium Risk Renewal—
the member is likely interested in 
switching plans but may yet stay with 
their current plan. 

In this example, the member’s current premium is $300 and their proposed 2020 premium is $500.  This example might qualify as a Medium Risk Renewal—as the member is likely interested in 
switching or has already begun comparing other plans on their own.   
 
These individuals might stay with their current plan if they understood their plan benefits better or had rewards to supplement their costs.  Spend time understanding your member, their budget, 
their needs, and discover if they have a unique situation. Make a recommendation for the member based their personal situation. Always Think Customer First.  



For example, if the member’s current 
premium is $300 and their proposed 
2020 premium is $350.  This example 
qualifies as a Low Risk Renewal—the 
member will likely stay with their 
current plan. Making the renewal 
process quick and easy. 

For our last example, if the member is a low risk in terms of renewal they are likely interested in renewing with their current plan.  
 
In this case, the member’s current premium is $300 and their proposed 2020 premium is $350.  This example would qualify as a low risk because the proposed costs are so similar to the existing 
costs.  If your member is an ideal candidate for renewing then spend your time focusing on other aspects of their plan. Discuss member rewards on the new Better You Strides platform. Find out 
what they’re eligible for and make recommendations throughout the year to get the most out of their plan.  Think Customer First.  
 



Likewise, to assist agents with the 
renewal experience, we’ve enhanced 
SalesConnect! 

While comparing premiums or benefits for members, 
agents will also have a green button to renew the 
member instantly. It is called “Submit Easy Renewal.” 



One major way we are enhancing the renewal experience for agents and members is to provide enhanced information using Pre-Bill.  Agents will have access to the most updated information on 
the member, including any subsidy changes which may apply—IF the member updated their profile on the marketplace.  If the member has not updated their information on the marketplace, 
recommend they do so immediately and schedule a follow-up conversation at least three days later.  Using this information, agents can make more informed decisions about who they contact, 
when they contact them, and how they navigate the conversation.   
 
This year a new Pre-Bill report will be accessible in the Agency Resource Center, providing insight into the member’s pre-bill activities; For example… if the member clicked Renew Your Plan, or 
Pre-Bill Screen, or Compared their current plan to others, or Explored other new plans.  
 
Agency Owners and Delegate III’s will have the ability to download and distribute the report as applicable to their agents.  This report will help agencies identify and prioritize members who will 
benefit most from assistance during the Open Enrollment period.  
 
 

Reporting to provide greater depth of information to agencies about the 
renewal activity U65 aligned accounts for Open Enrollment.  

The new Pre-Bill Report is available in the Agency Resource Center 
and it provides insight into pre-bill activities.  

• Renewed their plan 

• Viewed the pre-bill screen 

• Opted to compare current plan to 
proposed plans 

• Explored additional plans 



Use these quick tips to get the most out of the Pre-Bill Report during this 2020 OEP selling season.  
 
This report may only be used during Open Enrollment, APTC information only pertains to on-exchange renewing members and updates from the marketplace may take up to 72 hours to reflect in 
our systems, Member activity data is refreshed once a day (so be sure to ask your local agency owner or delegate III’s to pull the report often ), SEP enrollments effective 10/1-12/31 will not have 
a pre-bill screen in the MWS or SalesConnect nor will they have plan or activity information in the Pre-Bill Report for them 
 
 
 

Quick Tips:  

• Utilize only during OEP  

• APTC information only pertains to on-exchange renewing members 

• APTC updates may take up to 72 hours to reflect in our systems  

• Member activity data is refreshed once a day (refresh date and timestamp on report) 

• SEP enrollments effective 10/1-12/31 will not have a pre-bill screen and SalesConnect 
and will not have plan or activity information in the Pre-Bill Report 



Pre-Bill report plan data for SEP enrollments will be blank because no pre-bill information exists.  Functionality for the Pre-Bill Report is still limited, if the member chooses to compare plans, the 
report will only display the initial action, it won't display which plans were explored or purchased.  The Pre-Bill Report will be accessible to Agency Owners and Delegate III’s only. It is up to the 
agency owners and delegate III’s to download and distribute the report to agents.  

Quick Tips:  

• SEP members will display on pre-bill report upon the policy becoming active 
however all plan data will be blank because no pre-bill exists 

• If a member opts not to renew and explore more plans, the plans explored 
and/or purchased will not reflect on the report or on the pre-bill screen 

• Report will be accessible to Agency Owners and Delegate III’s. These reports 
must be distributed to individual agents  



To access the Pre-Bill Report head over to the Agency Resource Center…  
Login to accessBlue, hover over Account Management, and then click Agency Resource Center.  

Accessing the Pre-Bill Report: From accessBlue click Account Management then Agency Resource 
Center 

Pre-Bill Report Information  
Remember:  
This report can only be pulled 
by Agency Owners or 
Delegate IIIs. These steps only 
impact those roles. 



From the Agency Resource Center, use the left-side navigation menu to click Under 65, then Pre-Bill Report. 

Accessing the Pre-Bill Report: Within the Agency Resource Center, on the left-side menu, expand Under 65 
then click Change Report | Pre-Bill Report  

Remember:  
This report can only be pulled 
by Agency Owners or 
Delegate IIIs. These steps only 
impact those roles. 



To use the Pre-Bill Report, filter for specific data points.  This will help you prioritize your call order for your existing book of business.  Here is an example of what the Pre-Bill Report may look like 
when downloaded by your Agency Owners and distributed to you.  There are many data points, so expect to scroll left-and-right while working inside the file.  

Accessing the Pre-Bill Report: The Pre-Bill Report is exported data from a database, so it will be in the 
form of an excel spreadsheet.  
 
Here is an example:  

Pre-Bill Report Information  



Focus your attention on the Member Activity and Subsequent Activity columns.  Use these columns to determine your member’s activity level and purpose for going into the MWS.  Filter these 
columns to group the members who are performing the same actions; i.e. Keep Existing Plan.  Members who selected Keep Existing Plan might have already renewed, these members should 
qualify as Low-Risk Renewals and should be easier than other members who are actively comparing plans or exploring more plans.  

Using the Pre-Bill Report: Focus your attention on the Member Activity and Subsequent Activity 
columns.  

Pre-Bill Report Information  



Focus your attention on the Member Activity and Subsequent Activity columns.  Use these columns to determine your member’s activity level and purpose for going into the MWS.  Filter these 
columns to group the members who are performing the same actions; i.e. Keep Existing Plan.  Members who selected Keep Existing Plan might have already renewed, these members should 
qualify as Low-Risk Renewals and should be easier than other members who are actively comparing plans or exploring more plans.  

Pre-Bill Report Fields: 

Member Activity Field 
Values 

Definition 

KEEP_EXISTING_PLAN Member has clicked 'Renew my Plan' 

NO_ACTIVITY Member has not viewed their Pre-Bill screen 

BANNER_LINK_CLICKED 
Member has viewed pre-bill but no action taken on Pre-Bill 
screen 

COMPARE_PLANS 
Member opted to compare Current Plans to Proposed plans, 
but no action taken on Pre-Bill screen. 

EXPLORE_MORE_PLANS 
Member opted to explore additional plans ( which will not 
reflect on the report or on the pre-bill screen) 

Member Activity:  Will reflect activity the member or Agent 
has completed on pre-bill screen in MWS or SalesConnect. 
 
Last Activity DateTime: Will reflect the Date/Time the 
activity occurred. If no activity has occurred, will reflect the 
date the report was pulled. 
 

Subsequent Activity: This field will only display of a member 
has activity after they have chosen to renew their plan. 
 
Subsequent Activity DateTime: Will reflect the Date/Time  
Subsequent Activity has occurred 

• Member Email 

• Current Plan 

• Proposed Plan 

• Current Premium 

• Proposed Premium 

• Change in Premium 

• Current APTC 

• Proposed APTC 

• Change in APTC 

• Current Member Responsibility 

• Proposed Member 
Responsibility 

• Change in Responsibility 

• Agent ID 

• Agent First Name 

• Agent Last Name 

• Member HCCID 

• FB_UID 

• Member First Name 

• Member Last Name 

• Member County 

• On/Off Exchange 

• Member Activity 

• Last Activity DateTime 

• Subsequent Activity 

• Subsequent Activity DateTime 

• Member Phone Number 



Next, refer to the Premium and APTC columns to identify which members will have major changes and need a new plan.  Members who will have a drastic change in premium with the proposed 
2020 plan will likely change plans. Use this knowledge to determine how you should navigate your conversation and prioritize your existing books of business.  Remember, think Customer First. 

Using the Pre-Bill Report: Focus your attention on the Premium and APTC columns. 

Pre-Bill Report Information  


